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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate users’ performance under the hybrid spectrum access model
in the massive cognitive radio network (CRN), where multiple primary users (PUs) and secondary
users (SUs) transmit on the same channel simultaneously. SUs first detect the state of the channel via
channel sensing and select an appropriate channel access scheme (either underlay or overlay) for
their transmissions based on the outcome of the channel sensing. When at least one PU is active, SUs
transmit under the underlay channel access scheme by employing the power control technique to
ensure that the interference generated in the primary network is below the pre-defined interference
threshold. In the absence of PU, SUs transmit with full transmit power under the overlay channel
access scheme, thereby maximizing their throughput. Using the tool of stochastic geometry, we
obtained tractable analyses for important metrics such as success probability, throughput, and the
average age of information (AoI) in both primary and secondary networks, while capturing the
interference between the two networks. The obtained analyses offer an efficient way to understand
the metrics of AoI, throughput and success probability in the hybrid spectrum access-based CRN. We
further compared users’ performance under the hybrid spectrum access scheme with performances
under overlay and underlay spectrum access schemes. The outcome of the numerical simulations
shows that the hybrid spectrum access scheme can significantly improve the performance of users in
the network, while also capturing more key features of real-life systems.

Keywords: age of information; cognitive radio; hybrid spectrum access model; stochastic geometry;
throughput

1. Introduction

The continuous proliferation of wireless communications systems and services implies
that the subject of spectrum management and availability continue to attract attentions. In
fact, over 25 billion devices are expected to be connected on the internet by the year 2025. A
successful communication among these devices requires proper coordination among users
on the scarce spectrum resources; hence, investigating the behaviour and performance of
users in the cognitive wireless communications networks is a necessity.

1.1. Hybrid Spectrum Access

One important paradigm that has been successful in managing the usage of spectral
resources is the cognitive radio network (CRN). In CRN, unlicensed devices, known
as secondary users (SUs), are allowed to transmit on channels belonging to licensed
users—known as primary users (PUs)—as long as the transmissions of SUs do not cause a
disruptive interference to the activities or transmissions of PUs. In order to ensure that the
quality of service (QoS) of PUs is not affected, while ensuring an improved throughput
and channel usage experience for SUs, channel access in CRN is often managed under
three popular paradigms–underlay, overlay and hybrid channel access models, depending
on the channel access relationship between PUs and SUs [1]. For the sake of convenience,
we used the terms model, mode and scheme interchangeably throughout this paper.
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In the overlay channel access scheme, SUs are not allowed to transmit in the presence
of PUs and must regularly perform channel sensing to determine the state of the channel [2].
If the outcome of the channel sensing indicates the presence of at least one PU on any
typical channel, no SU is allowed to access such a channel for transmissions. SUs must,
therefore, wait until such a channel is idle or can switch to any other idle channel via the
channel switching process. Hence, interference resulting from the activities of SUs at the
PUs in the overlay channel access scheme depends on the sensing accuracy level of SUs.
Although interference in the overlay channel access scheme can be significantly controlled
and reduced, it may be difficult to satisfy SUs’ spectrum access requirements, especially
on channels with the dominant presence of PUs, since SUs must always vacate the band
before the arrival of PUs on such channels.

The underlay spectrum access scheme, on the other hand, allows SUs to transmit
on channels belonging to PUs at any time, provided that the interference received at any
tagged PU is below the pre-defined maximum allowable interference level–known as
interference temperature. Hence, SUs are expected to adopt appropriate power control
techniques during transmissions. The need to adopt adequate power control techniques in
the underlay model, however, means that the underlay spectrum access CRN is a more
aggressive spectrum access technique [1]. The last paradigm is the hybrid model which
combines the uniqueness of both the underlay and overlay models. The hybrid spectrum
access model has, however, received less attention because of the difficulty in obtaining
various analyses of interest for such a model.

The hybrid spectrum access mechanism permits SUs’ transmissions in both the overlay
and underlay schemes depending on the state of the channel [1,3] and has been receiving
attention recently owing to the need to compare its performance and demonstrate its
advantages over the conventional underlay and overlay spectrum access models. In the
hybrid model, SUs must carry out regular channel sensing for effective detection of PUs’
channel information. Each SU must then select an appropriate channel access scheme
based on the sensing outcome. In the absence of any PU on a typical channel, SUs transmit
within such a channel following the overlay spectrum access scheme and switch to the
underlay spectrum access scheme (with limited transmission interruption experience)
when at least one PU arrives on such a channel. The hybrid scheme is capable of improving
SUs’ throughput, while also ensuring that the QoS of PUs is satisfied [4]. Under this
spectrum access scheme, SUs transmit with a higher data rate in the absence of PUs and do
not vacate the channel whenever a PU arrives unlike in the conventional overlay channel
access model, but adopt power control techniques by switching to underlay channel access
scheme using the mode switching rate parameter. Hence hybrid spectrum access model
can improve SUs’ channel usage experience [5].

1.2. Age of Information

Age of information (AoI) [6] is a new metric that has recently been attracting a lot of
attention owing to the need to characterize the freshness (or timeliness) of packets (or data)
at the receiving nodes. With AoI, the freshness of packets sent by the transmitting nodes
can be determined at their respective intending nodes. Such a parameter is very useful,
especially when the timeliness of data at the receivers is important for efficient system
performance. While the delay metric can only reflect timeliness of a packet at the time
instants at which the packet is successfully decoded at the intending receiver, AoI allows
an opportunity to measure the timeliness of a packet at the intending receiving node at any
given time instant [7]. This implies that the timeliness of the received packet is measured
from the receiving node’s perspective when the AoI is used [8].

In [7], the analysis for the average peak AoI was derived in a cognitive radio-based
internet of thing (IoT) systems with a single primary IoT system and single secondary
IoT system. Similarly, the authors in [8] studied the average AoI of energy harvesting SU
nodes in a multiuser CRN, while the analysis for the average AoI in the primary node
was obtained for a single primary transmitter-receiver pair in [9]. The spatial distribution
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of the mean peak AoI was characterized in [10] using the tool of stochastic geometry
(SG). The SG is a very useful approach that provides efficient mathematical and statistical
mechanisms useful in the study and analyses of random spatial patterns. Such random
spatial patterns, knowns as point processes—defined as set of locations that are distributed
within a certain designated region—are normally generated using stochastic mechanisms
and are known to be important elements of SG. With the use of random point patterns,
the distribution of users in CRN can be realistically captured, while the analysis resulting
from such a process can be accurate and tractable, albeit under various simplifications and
assumptions [2,11]. The effectiveness of SG in obtaining various tractable analytical solu-
tions has been demonstrated in different works. Interested readers are referred to [12–14]
for more details.

Finally, the analysis for the throughput as well as the average AoI was obtained for
cellular-based IoT networks in [15], while the analysis for the AoI in a static Poisson network
was also obtained in [16]. As will be seen in the remaining sections of this paper, the analysis
for the AoI depends on the transmission and success probabilities in the network. We
adopt the tool of SG in order to obtain the analysis for this success probability and captured
the aggregate interference within the considered cognitive network in the analysis.

1.3. Related Works

The hybrid channel access model was first proposed in [1] and has since been adopted
in the domain of CRN. A hybrid channel access model for classified SUs with channel
bonding mechanism was presented in [3] for CRN, while the hybrid spectrum sharing
scheme-based power allocation methods for SUs’ data rate maximization under PUs’
QoS constraints was investigated by Zou et al. [4]. When transmitting under the overlay
channel access scheme, power is allocated to any SU in proportion to its payment without
additional constraints by the relay, hence, achieving a higher data rate and throughput.
Under the underlay channel access scheme, however, relay assigns power to SUs based on
PUs’ QoS constraints. The analyses for the hybrid spectrum access model were provided
in [1,5,17,18].

Similarly, a hybrid mode strategy for dynamic spectrum access using double threshold
energy detection and Markov model was considered in [19], while a hybrid mode-based re-
source allocation method was proposed in [20], where the secondary base station allocates
sub-channels and total power to SUs based on the received channel state information. In
a similar work, the achievable throughput was maximized by [21]. Bhowmick et al. [22]
proposed the hybrid and modified hybrid modes-based CRN schemes with the aim of
improving throughput while reducing outage probability. A modified hybrid model was
defined as one in which SU transmits in both sensing and detection cycles. The switching
rate also knows as the hybrid rate was optimized in [5] by maximizing SUs’ throughput
while satisfying PUs’ QoS constraints. The analysis for departure rate [1,17], outage proba-
bility [1,4,17,18,23], bit error rate [18] and achievable rate [4] were subsequently obtained.

While most of the preliminary works considered the relationship between the underlay
and overlay modes in hybrid spectrum access mode, most of the analysis presented in such
works did not capture the mutual interference that can result due to the transmissions of
multiple PUs, SUs as well as sensing error. This was considered in the analyses presented
in [1,5,17,18]. However, these analyses did not capture the spatial distribution of users—an
essential requirement to obtain accurate analysis when modeling interference in wireless
networks, while intra-network and inter-network interference were largely ignored. These
spatial distributions are well captured in this paper through the use of point process—an
important element of SG. We investigate users’ performance in the hybrid mode-based
CRN, while capturing intra-network and inter-network interference in the analysis. We
obtained tractable analyses for the success probability, network throughput and average
AoI for the hybrid CRN and compared the network performance under the hybrid mode
with the conventional overlay and underlay modes.
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1.4. Contributions and Organisation

The contributions of this paper are thus summarized as follow:

• By capturing the spatial distributions of users in both primary and secondary networks
following two independent Poisson point processes (PPPs), we obtained tractable
analysis for the conventional success probability (i.e., service/update delivery rate) in
the considered hybrid spectrum access CRN. Since success probability is a location-
dependent random variable, the analysis for the distribution of conditional success
probability known as Meta distribution was further obtained.

• Using the analysis of the conventional success probability obtained, we derived
expressions for the network throughput in the hybrid spectrum access CRN for both
primary and secondary networks.

• Finally, based on the analysis of the conditional success probability, the expression for
conditional average AoI was presented for the underlay, overlay and hybrid spectrum
access CRN. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that investigates AoI
in the hybrid spectrum access-based CRN.

In the remainder of this paper, we present the network model in Section 2, while
the details of the analysis for the success probability are presented in Section 3. Section 4
presents the analysis of the network throughput and the conditional average AoI, while
Section 5 presents the results of the numerical simulations. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2. Network Model

We considered a massive CRN as a network with multiple primary and secondary
transmitter-receiver pairs within the Euclidean space as shown in Figure 1, where primary
transmitters (PTs) and secondary transmitters (STs) are distributed following two inde-
pendent homogeneous PPPs (HPPPs) Φp and Φs of intensities λp and λs respectively. The
term massive or large-scale CRN is often used when multiple PUs and SUs are transmitting
within the same channel. In such a network, intra-network and inter-network interference
can influence the performance of the network and must be captured in the network model-
ing. A typical primary connection is made up of a PT xp

k ∈ Φp and a primary receiver (PR)
yp

k , while any typical secondary connection is made up of an ST xs
k ∈ Φs and a secondary

receiver (SR) ys
k. In order to meet the channel access demands in secondary networks, STs

are permitted to transmit to their respective receivers at any period of time following the
hybrid spectrum access technique.

Figure 1. Users’ distribution in massive CRN.

Since PUs’ deployments are rather planned in real-life deployments, we assumed
that each PT is at least a distance D from its nearest PT to ensure minimum repulsion
between PU transmitters that are normally observed in real-life deployments. Although
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PTs’ distribution may not actually follow PPP in practical systems, existing efforts [2,24]
showed that the PPP can provide an accurate approximation for the distribution of PTs.
Each PT has a dedicated PR, whose location is at a distance rp in a random orientation.
Similarly, each ST has a dedicated SR, whose location is at a distance rs in a random
orientation. Based on the displacement theorem [25], the locations of PRs and SRs are also
known to follow independent HPPPs of intensities λp and λs respectively. It was further
assumed that each transmitter is connected to its nearest receiver [26].

We considered a discrete, time-slotted system, in which STs are required to perform
channel sensing at the beginning of each time slot in order to detect the state of PTs within
such channels, before generating packets for their respective receivers. We assumed that
packet generation occurs right before transmission and that the transmission of one packet
occupies a one-time slot. Any ST transmits in the underlay mode with an appropriate
power control technique with transmit power Ps = PU

s if the sensing outcome reveals
the presence of at least one active PT on the channel and transmits in the overlay mode
with a higher rate (i.e., ST full transmit power, Ps = PO

s ) if otherwise. At the detection
of the presence or absence of primary signal, ST switches between underlay and overlay
modes in order to maximize its throughput, while ensuring that PTs’ QoS constraint is
satisfied. Since SUs are expected to be energy-efficient devices, continuous channel sensing
can degrade the efficiency of each SU. Hence, channel sensing may be carried out by some
randomly dedicated SUs at each time slot. The outcome of the channel sensing can then be
made available to all SUs via a dedicated error-free link.

STs’ transmissions are allowed in the underlay mode at any time slot as long as the
interference received at any PR within such location is below the pre-defined interference
temperature. Hence, the transmit power of any typical ST in the underlay mode (i.e., PU

s )
is subject to power control technique and can be obtained as [1]

PU
s =

{
Pmax

s , if hsp||sp||−α ≤ Id
Pmax

s
Id

hsp ||sp||−α , if hsp||sp||−α > Id
Pmax

s
,

(1)

where Pmax
s is the maximum transmit power of any ST in the underlay mode, Id is the

maximum permissible interference level at any PU, hsp represents the independent and
identically distributed exponential fading coefficient between any ST and the tagged PR,
||sp|| is the Euclidean distance between any ST and PR and represents the large-scale path
loss attenuation between such ST and PR, and α is the path loss exponent. For any typical
PR yp

k located at a distance rp from its paired PT xp
k assumed to be located at the origin of

its coverage region [2,24], the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) received at yp
k in

time slot t is given as

SINRyp
k ,t =

Pphxp
k ,yp

k
r−α

p

σ2 + Ipp + Isp
, (2)

where Pp is the fixed transmission power of PT, hab is the exponentially distributed channel
fading from transmitter a to receiver b, Ipp is the interference from active PTs except xp

k at
the yp

k , Isp is the interference from active STs at the yp
k and σ2 is an independent Gaussian

thermal noise signal power. Similarly, for any typical SR ys
k located at a distance rs from its

paired ST xs
k, the SINR received at ys

k is given as

SINRys
k ,t =

Pshxs
k ,ys

k
r−α

s

σ2 + Iss + Ips
, (3)

where Iss is the interference from active STs except xs
k at the ys

k and Ips is the interference
from active PTs at the ys

k. Next, we obtained the analyses for the success probability and
conditional success probability in both primary and secondary networks following the
network description provided in this section.
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3. Analysis of Success Probability

We considered a typical system, where each transmitting node generates and sends
packets to its intending receiver following an independent and identically distributed
Bernoulli process vTr,t ∈ [0, 1] in each time slot t, where Tr = p for PT and Tr = s for ST.
Since we considered a discrete-time system, where packet generations at various nodes are
independent, as in the conventional CRN, packet generation at each node can be modeled
as a Bernoulli process. This implies that any packet is transmitted the same time slot it was
generated. A failed transmission is repeated in a future time slot until it is successful. A
transaction is successful if the received SINR at the intending receiver is greater than the
predefined SINR θTr threshold. A successfully received packet is removed from the channel.
We assumed that each receiver is able to generate an ACK (for successful transmission) or
NACK (for failed transmission) through a dedicated error-free channel in a negligible time
instant to inform its paired transmitter on the status of its transmission.

Assumption 1. The realization of the network was considered to be static, i.e., the locations of
all transmitting and receiving nodes remain constant in all time slots. Hence, the transmission
success probability obtained in each time slot is independent of other slots. We henceforth drop the
notation t.

Remark 1. This commonly adopted assumption is necessary to simplify the time-domain evolution
and to avoid complicated analysis. The same assumption is made in [16,27,28], etc.

3.1. Success Probability in Hybrid Cognitive Networks

The success probability is given as the average delivery rate (or service completion
rate) at any test receiver. Under the hybrid spectrum access mode, such an analysis depends
on the transmissions in both the overlay and underlay modes.

3.1.1. Analysis in the Primary Network

Considering a typical (i.e., any arbitrarily selected) primary transmitter-receiver pair
in the hybrid CRN, the success probability can be obtained as

µh
p = (1− pm)[ε(1− PU

o,P) + (1− ε)(1− PO
o,P)] + pm(1− POI

o,P), (4)

where pm is the probability of misdetection of PT signal by ST and ε is the ST switching
rate between underlay and overlay modes. The switching rate ε = 0 indicates a fully or
conventional overlay mode, ε = 1 indicates a fully underlay mode, while 0 < ε < 1 indi-
cates the hybrid model. Similarly, PU

o,P is the PU outage probability as in the conventional
underlay mode, PO

o,P is the PU outage probability as in the conventional overlay mode and
POI

o,P is the PU outage probability when there is a misdetection of PU signal. Generally, the
success probability at a receiving node is equivalent to µ = 1− Poutage, where Poutage is the
outage probability at such a receiving node. The outage probability at any typical PR yp

k is
obtained from (2) as [2]:

Poutage = P(SINRyp
k
≤ θp) = 1− exp(−sσ2)LIpp(s)LIsp(s), (5)

where LI is the Laplace transform of aggregate interference I taken at s =
θprα

p
Pp

. The

parameter θp = 2τ−1, where τ is the data rate for primary transmission. From (4), it is
clear that we must first obtain the analysis for the conventional underlay and overlay
transmissions before the analysis for the hybrid transmission can be obtained.

1. Underlay model: In the presence of at least one PT, STs coexist with active PTs as in
the underlay mode, provided that its location is not within the exclusion region D of
any active PT. Hence the PU outage probability at any typical PR yp

k is obtained from
(5) as

PU
o,P(y

p
k ) = 1− exp(−sσ2)LIpp(s)LIsp(s).
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In a simplified CRN, only a single PT xp
k transmits on any channel, thus LIpp = 1.

However, in a massive or large scale CRN considered in this paper, multiple PTs can
co-exist within the same channel, hence Ipp = ∑xp

i ∈Φp\x
p
k

Pphxp
i yp

k
||xp

i yp
k ||
−α [2]. LIpp is

expressed as

LIpp(s) = E
{

exp
(
− s ∑

xp
i ∈Φp\x

p
k

Pphxp
i yp

k
||xp

i yp
k ||
−α
)}

, (6)

where ||ab|| is the large-scale path loss attenuation between the transmitter a and
receiver b. Under Rayleigh fading assumption, hab is assumed to be independent
and identically distributed exponential random variables with unit mean, i.e., hab ∼
exp(1). By applying the probability generating function of PPP to (6),

LIpp(s) = L(λI
p, Pp, s) = exp

{
− λI

pvp
π2δ

sin(πδ)
Pδ

psδ
}

, (7)

where δ = 2
α and λI

p = λpPa. The expression of Pa can be obtained through the void
probability technique, Pa = exp(−λpπD2), which captures the repulsion between
active PTs. The resulting point process can as well be approximated as a PPP ΦI

p of
intensity λI

p. The derivation of (7) is straightforward from [29]. Similarly,

LIsp(s) = L(λI
s , PU

s , s),

where λI
s = λsPb, knowing that an ST will only transmit when its location is outside

the region of radius D of any active PTs. Hence, Pb = exp(−λI
pπD2). The resulting

point process in this case is better represented as hole processes. However, to avoid
unnecessary complicated analysis, we approximated the distribution of active STs as
independent PPP of equidense intensity λI

s .
2. Overlay model: In the absence of active STs, PTs transmit in the overlay mode. Hence

the interference from STs is normally assumed to be zero in the overlay mode provided
that there is no inter-channel interference. With this, LIsp = 1 and

PO
o,P(y

p
k ) = 1− exp(−sσ2)L(λI

p, Pp, s). (8)

Finally, when there is misdetection of PTs signal by SUs, active STs transmit with full
transmit power PO

s > PU
s thereby causing more interference in the primary network.

Hence, at any typical PR,
LIsp(s) = L(λI

s , PO
s , s),

POI
o,P(y

p
k ) = 1− exp(−sσ2)L(λI

p, Pp, s)L(λI
s , PO

s , s). (9)

3.1.2. Analysis of the Secondary Network

The success probability at any test SR under the hybrid spectrum access mode can be
obtained at any given switching rate ε as

µh
s = pq(1− p f )(1− PO

o,s) + (1− pq)pm(1− POI
o,s ) + (1− ρ)ε[pq p f (1− PU

o,s) + (1− pq)(1− pm)(1− PUI
o,s )], (10)

where PO
o,s is the SU outage probability as in the conventional overlay mode provided there

was no misdetection, PU
o,s is the SU outage probability as in the underlay mode with a false

alarm (at least from PU’s perspective), POI
o,s is the SU outage probability in overlay mode

when there was misdetection, PUI
o,s is the SU outage probability in the underlay mode with

interference from PTs, p f is the probability of false alarm, pq is the probability that there is
no PT in the channel and ρ represents the penalty term due to periodic monitoring of the
interference channel in underlay mode.
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The outage probability at any typical SR ys
k is obtained from (3) as

Poutage = P(SINRys
k
≤ θs) = 1− exp(−zσ2)LIss(z)LIps(z), (11)

where z = θsrα
s

Ps
. Similarly, the parameter θs = 2η − 1, where η is known as the data rate for

secondary transmission.

1. Underlay model: In the presence of at least one PT, STs coexist with active PTs as in
the conventional underlay mode, hence the SU’s outage probability at any typical SR
ys

k at z = θsrα
s

PU
s

is given as

PUI
o,s (y

s
k) = 1− exp(−zσ2)LIss(z)LIps(z). (12)

Similar to (7), we also know that

LIss(z) = L(λI
s , PU

s , z),

LIps(z) = L(λI
p, Pp, z).

Finally, when STs transmit in the underlay mode as a result of a false alarm, the only
interference generated is from other active STs, hence,

PU
o,p(y

s
k) = 1− exp(−zσ2)L(λI

s , PU
s , z). (13)

2. Overlay mode: In overlay mode, the interference from PTs can be assumed to be zero
when there is no active PT on the channel. With this, LIps = 1 and

PO
o,s(y

s
k) = 1− exp(−zσ2)L(λI

s , PO
s , sz =

θsrα
s

Po
s
). (14)

When there is misdetection of PTs signal, STs transmit with full transmit power
PO

s > PU
s thereby generating higher interference at any active PR, while also receiving

interference from active PTs. Hence, at any typical SR,

LIps(sz) = L(λI
p, Pp, sz),

POI
o,s (y

s
k) = 1− exp(−szσ2)L(λI

s , PO
s , sz)L(λI

p, Pp, sz). (15)

3.2. Conditional Success Probability

The analysis obtained in Section 3.1 is not sufficient when characterizing non-linear
metrics such as the average AoI in any wireless network since the probability of successful
transmission is a location-dependent random variable, hence the need to obtain the meta
distribution [30], i.e., the distribution of the conditional transmission success probability.

3.2.1. Conditional Success Probability in Primary Network

The conditional success probability at any typical PR yp
k (expressed as µ!

yp
k
) is thus

given as

µ!
yp

k
= P(SINRyp

k
> θp|Φ, ∀Φ = ΦI

p ∪ΦI
s). (16)

Lemma 1. In the conventional underlay mode, the conditional success probability µ!U
yp

k
can be

expressed as

µ!U
yp

k
= exp(

θprα
pσ2

Pp
) ∏

xp
i ∈ΦI

p\x
p
k

( vp

1 + θprα
p||x

p
i ||−α

+ 1− vp

)
∏

xs
i∈ΦI

s

( vs

1 + θprα
p||xs

i ||−α PU
s

Ps

+ 1− vs

)
. (17)
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Proof. By substituting (2) into (16), the analysis for the success probability can be obtained
conditioned on Φ. The proof is straightforward from Appendix A of [20].

However, the analysis in (17) is difficult to solve, hence its b-th moment as σ2 → 0 is
obtained as

Mb = Eyp
k
[(µ!U

yp
k
)b] = Erp

[
E ∏

xp
i ∈ΦI

p\x
p
k

(
1−

E[vp|Φ]

1 + ||xp
i ||α

θprα
p

)b
E ∏

xs
i∈ΦI

s

(
1− E[vs|Φ]

1 + ||xs
i ||α

θprα
p

Pp

PU
s

)b]
. (18)

Following the analysis in [28,30], the b-th moment of µ!U
yp

k
can be expressed as

Mb = exp
{
− λpθδ

pr2
p

π2δ

sin(πδ)

∞

∑
k=1

(
b
k

)(
δ− 1
k− 1

)
vk

p

}
exp

{
− λs

( θpPU
s

Pp

)δ
r2

p
π2δ

sin(πδ)

∞

∑
k=1

(
b
k

)(
δ− 1
k− 1

)
vk

s

}
. (19)

The meta distribution can be approximated following the approach presented in [30,31]
with the beta distribution as

P[µ!U
yp

k
≤ x] = Ix(β1, β2),

where the parameter Ix(., .) is known as the regularized incomplete beta function and

β1 =
M1(M1 −M2)

M2 −M2
1

,

β2 =
(M1 −M2)(1−M1)

M2 −M2
1

.

M1 and M2 are the first and second moment of µ!U
yp

k
given in (19).

Lemma 2. The conditional success probability at any typical PR yp
k in the conventional overlay

mode is given as

µ!O
yp

k
= exp(

θprα
pσ2

Pp
) ∏

xp
i ∈ΦI

p\x
p
k

( vp

1 + θprα
p||x

p
i ||−α

+ 1− vp

)
.

Its b-th moment as σ2 → 0 is obtained as

Mb,overlay = exp
{
− λpθδ

pr2
p

π2δ

sin(πδ)

∞

∑
k=1

(
b
k

)(
δ− 1
k− 1

)
vk

p

}
. (20)

Proof. Under the conventional overlay CRN, the interference from STs is neglected. Hence,
the conditional success probability depends only on the interference from other active PTs
as in Section 3.1. Finally, the case of misdetection is straightforward from (19) by taking
Ps = PO

s , while the analysis for the hybrid case is straightforward from (4).

3.2.2. Conditional Success Probability in Secondary Network

Similar to the case of the primary network, the conditional success probability at any
typical SR ys

k is given as

µ!
ys

k
= P(SINRys

k
> θs|Φ, ∀Φ = ΦI

p ∪ΦI
s). (21)
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In the conventional underlay mode, the conditional success probability as σ2 → 0 is
obtained as

µ!U
ys

k
= ∏

xs
i∈ΦI

s\xs
k

( vs

1 + θsrα
s ||xs

i ||−α
+ 1− vs

)
∏

xp
i ∈ΦI

p

( vp

1 + θsrα
s ||x

p
i ||−α Pp

PU
s

+ 1− vp

)
. (22)

Its b-th moment is similarly obtained as

Mb = Eys
k
[(µ!U

ys
k
)b] = Ers

[
E ∏

xs
i∈ΦI

s\xs
k

(
1− E[vs|Φ]

1 + ||xs
i ||α

θsrα
s

)b
E ∏

xp
i ∈ΦI

p

(
1−

E[vp|Φ]

1 + ||xp
i ||α

θsrα
s

Pp

PU
s

)b]
. (23)

From (23), the approximation for the conditional success probability in the secondary
network can as well be obtained for the conventional underlay, conventional overlay and
the case of misdetection. The analysis for the hybrid is then straightforward from (10).

4. Analysis for Network Throughput and Average Age of Information

Based on the analyses presented in Section 3, we now further provide analyses for
the network throughput and the AoI. The analysis for network throughput follows from
Section 3.1, while the analysis for the AoI follows from Section 3.2.

4.1. Network Throughput

In any given network, the throughput can be defined as the mean number of packets
(i.e., information) that were successfully received at the intending receivers within the
considered area at any unit time [15]. The average network throughput in the primary
network (represented as Tp

N) can be obtained as

Tp
N = λI

pvp log2(1 + θp)µyp
k
. (24)

Similarly, the network throughput in the secondary network can be derived as

Ts
N = λI

svs log2(1 + θs)µys
k
. (25)

By substituting the analyses in Section 3.1 into (24) and (25), the network throughput
for the overlay, underlay and hybrid CRNs can be obtained. This will be compared in
Section 5.

4.2. Average Age of Information

The AoI is an important metric in any wireless communications network as it defines
the freshness of data intended for a typical receiving node from the receiver’s perspective.
Note that timeliness is necessary to obtain a reliable system since a packet that arrives late
may fail to achieve its intending purpose. At any given time stamp t (that is, observation
time), the AoI4(t) is the difference between the current observation point t and the time
at which the packet was generated G(t) [32], i.e.,

4 (t) = t− G(t). (26)

The evolution of the AoI can be formalized as

4 (t + 1) =

{
4(t) + 1, transmission failure
t + 1− G(t), otherwise.

(27)

This metric captures the sum of packet waiting time in the queue, as well as the time
spent in service and can be represented as shown in Figure 2. Given that Xk is the number
of slots between the successful delivery of any two consecutive k-th and (k + 1)-th packets,
while Yk depicts the sum of AoI, Xk is given as
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Xk =
M

∑
i=1

Ii, (28)

where M is a random variable that depicts the number of attempted transmissions between
two successfully received packets. Similarly,

Yk =
tk+1

∑
k=tk

4(k). (29)

I1

t

Δ
(t
)

G(tk) G(tk+1) G(tk+2)

(tk+1)(tk)

G(tk+3)

(tk+2)

Packet generated

Xk

Packet delivered

Yk
Yk+1

Yk+2

Figure 2. Evolution of AoI. Ii denotes the inter-arrival time slots, Xk is the number of slots between
successful delivery of two consecutive packets and Yk is the sum of AoI between tk and tk+1.

From [15,33], we know that the analysis for the average AoI can be obtained for any
period of W slots where there is an L number of successfully delivered (i.e., decoded)
packets. This average AoI is given as

4 (W) =
1

W

W

∑
k=1
4(k) =

1
W

L

∑
k=1

Yk =
L
W

1
L

L

∑
k=1

Yk. (30)

Taking limW→∞
L
W = 1

E[X]
with limL→∞

1
L ∑L

k=1 Yk = E[Y],

4 = lim
W→∞

4(W) =
E[Y]
E[X]

.

A careful observation of Figure 2 shows that, Yk can be obtained as

Yk =
Xk

∑
m=1

m =
X2

k
2

+
Xk
2

.

From (30),

4 =
E[X2]

2E[X]
+

1
2

. (31)

It is worth noting that the distribution of Xk in (31) as given in (28) depends on the
arrival rate vTr (i.e., probability of transmission) and the probability of successful transmis-
sion µ!

y. Hence the distribution of Xk is a random process. It becomes immediately clear
that the average AoI observed at any tagged receiver depends on the spatial distributions
of users, thus the need to obtain the analysis for the conditional average AoI as given in
the following Lemma.
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Lemma 3. The conditional average AoI obtained at a tagged receiver yTr
k given that Φ = ΦI

p ∪ΦI
s

can be obtained as

4 (yTr
k |Φ = ΦI

p ∪ΦI
s) =

1
vTrµ!

yTr
k

. (32)

Proof. The proof is straightforward from [15,33] and is omitted for brevity. From (32), the
average AoI observed by any test PR and SR for each mode can be obtained based on the
analysis in Section 3.2.

5. Numerical Results and Simulation

We now provide some details and outcomes of numerical simulations carried out in
order to demonstrate the performance of both PUs and SUs under the proposed approach.
The delivery rate—the success probability for any test transmitter—is determined as the
probability that its intending paired receiver does not experience outage as a result of other
users’ activities at any observation period. We compared the performance of the hybrid
spectrum access scheme with conventional overlay and underlay spectrum access schemes.
This is necessary to demonstrate the advantages of the hybrid spectrum access model over
the widely studied conventional overlay and underlay spectrum access models. We further
carried out the Monte Carlo simulation averaged over 50,000 channel realizations in order
to validate the presented analytical approach. Except otherwise stated, the parameters
used for simulation are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Definition Value

λs Distribution of secondary transmitter-receiver pairs 0.3
λp Distribution of primary transmitter-receiver pairs 0.03
rp Distance between any tagged primary transmitter-receiver pair 0.5 m
rs Distance between any tagged secondary transmitter-receiver 0.1 m
Pp PT’s transmission power signal 0 dB
PO

s ST’s transmission power signal in the overlay mode −32 dB
PU

s ST’s transmission power signal in the underlay mode −36 dB
α Path-loss exponent 4
D Coverage region of any PT 1.2 m

In order to ensure that the PUs’ QoS constraints are satisfied, it is important to
guarantee a high packet delivery rate at PRs. PUs service delivery rate can however be
degraded by the activities of SUs when channel sensing is not well coordinated. As shown
in Figure 3, an increase in switching rate reduces the PU service completion rate (i.e., the
delivery rate) owing to more activities of SUs in the underlay mode, while an increase in
the probability of misdetection significantly affects the services of active PUs since STs
transmit with full transmit power in the presence of PUs. It is hence important to ensure
that channel sensing is well-coordinated among SUs to improve PUs detections.
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Figure 3. Conventional service completion rate in the primary network under hybrid mode (θp = 9.5
dB,vp = vs = 1) .

Intuitively, the outage probability (PUs and SUs) should increase with an increase in
the SINR threshold θTr, a parameter that is proportional to the data transmission rate. As
expected, an increase in the required data rate of the primary link increases the outage
probability in the primary network. This shows that the PU service delivery rate will
reduce with an increase in data rate irrespective of the spectrum access mode. As presented
in Figure 4, when ε = 0.25 and pm = 0.2, the transmission under the overlay spectrum
access scheme produces a lower chance of outage than the transmission under the hybrid
spectrum access scheme. This is expected since interference in the conventional large-scale
overlay scheme is dominated by interference from active PTs only. Transmissions in the
conventional overlay scheme, however, means low throughput for secondary transmissions,
making the hybrid scheme a more preferred spectrum access model from SUs’ perspective.

SIR threshold, θ(dB)
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Overlay (simulation)
Hybrid (analytical)
Hybrid (simulation)

Figure 4. Outage probability with an increase in transmission data rate (vp = vs = 1) .

The effect of the required data rate on the success probability in the secondary network
is presented in Figure 5. While an increase in the required data rate can reduce the success
probability, accessing a channel under the hybrid scheme is shown to improve the overall
success probability in secondary networks owing to the fact that, SUs are able to access
channel for transmissions at any time. Also, SUs can transmit with full transmit power in
the absent of PUs and can switch to the underlay spectrum access scheme when at least one
PU is present. Hence, SUs’ success probability can be improved under the hybrid spectrum
access scheme. The rate of PUs’ transmission can also affect SUs’ success probability in
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both the overlay and underlay models as shown in Figure 5. On channels with a more
dominant presence of PUs, SUs do not get enough access to transmit, hence the reason for
lower delivery rate in such a scenario.

SIR threshold, θ(dB)
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Figure 5. Average delivery rate in the secondary network, (p f = 0.25, ε = 0.5, ρ = 0.2ε, pm = 0.25,
vp = vs = 1).

With an improved detection of PU signal, the QoS constraints of PUs can be met, while
the average delivery rate of SUs reduces owing to the transmission constraints when at
least one PU is present on the channel. The hybrid spectrum access model shows improved
performance over the overlay mode and can continue to produce a remarkable higher
average delivery rate for secondary transmissions even when pd = 1 as shown in Figure 6.

Probability of detection, pd = 1− pm
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Figure 6. Effect of PU signal detection probability on SU delivery rate, (pq = 0.25, p f = 0.25, ρ = 0.2ε,
vp = vs = 1).

As expected, the network throughput in the primary network, as presented in Figure 7
under the selected simulation parameters decreases with an increase in the distance be-
tween the tagged primary transmitter-receiver pair since the transmit power of PT is fixed,
while the effect of interference can also influence the network performance, especially in
the underlay and hybrid modes. Similar relationships were observed in the secondary
network as shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, lower network throughput is observed in the
overlay mode for SUs as shown in Figure 8 since SUs have limited access to transmit. As
expected, SUs benefit more when transmitting under the hybrid spectrum access mode.
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Figure 7. Network throughput in the primary network, (θp = 9.5 dB, vp = vs = 0.5).
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Figure 8. Network throughput in the secondary network, (θs = 9.5 dB, vp = vs = 0.5).

As previously mentioned, the analysis of the conditional average AoI depends on the
conditional success probability—a parameter that is very difficult to obtain analytically. As
a result, its b-th moment was obtained. Using this conditional success probability analysis,
the average AoI was investigated in both primary and secondary networks. Figure 9
shows the mean AoI for the hybrid, overlay and underlay modes. The packet is timelier
from the tagged PR’s perspective in the overlay mode, since PTs hold exclusive access to
channel usage with no interference from STs. Generally, the probability of re-transmission
(a parameter that is proportional to the AoI) increases with an increase in θTr provided that
all other parameters remain unchanged. The AoI experience at the tagged SR reflects fewer
channel access opportunities for STs due to PTs’ transmissions in the overlay mode. As a
result, the AoI is higher at the tagged SR in the overlay model as presented in Figure 10.
The hybrid model provides timely packets at the intending receiver from the tagged
SR’s perspective.
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Figure 9. Average AoI in the primary network, (θp = 9.5 dB, vp = vs = 0.5, pm = 0.2, ε = 0.25).
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Figure 10. Average AoI in the secondary network, (θs = 9.5 dB, vp = vs = 0.5, pm = 0.2, ε = 0.5,
pq = 0.25, p f = 0.25, ρ = 0.2ε).

6. Conclusions

The need to improve SUs’s channel usage experience (i.e., transmission opportunities
on the scarce spectrum resources), especially on channels where the presence of PUs may be
dominant, means investigating users’ performance under the hybrid spectrum access model
becomes important. In this paper, we explored the performance of the hybrid spectrum
access mode and compared it with overlay and underlay modes. We derived closed-form
expressions for the selected metrics and demonstrated the ability of the hybrid spectrum
access model to improve SUs channel access experience, while ensuring that the QoS of
PUs is also satisfied. The obtained results showed that the hybrid spectrum access scheme
can significantly improve the channel access experience of SUs without compromising the
QoS constraints of PUs in massive cognitive networks. The analyses presented in this paper
are useful in modeling the performance of large-scale CRN, where multiple PUs and SUs
can access any channel concurrently. In the future, it may be interesting to obtain various
detection probabilities conditioned on packet arrival and delivery rates. This may provide
more insights regarding the performance of the hybrid spectrum access-based CRNs.
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